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Kumons Word Problems Workbooks develop the skills
necessary for childrens success using math inside and
outside the classroom. Our unique step-by-step progression
introduces children to a wide variety of word problems that
inspire critical thinking.
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math workbooks.
The word problems in this workbook will cover grade
appropriate topics. Word problems are designed to test a
childs understanding and mastery of math topics. This
workbook will develop your childs ability to apply the math
skills he or she has learned in Middle School Math problems
that reflect real world situations. Learning math is easy with
our middle school level math books. These workbooks follow
Kumons unique, step-by-step approach that students and
parents know they can count on.
"This workbook will introduce your child to the addition of two
multiple-digit numbers."--cover.
With this workbook, your child will master each topic in prealgebra in a step-by-step manner, building both
understanding and confidence. Topics include fractions,
exponents, order of operations, positive and negative
numbers, algebraic expressions, and more. The contents of
this volume were originally published individually as PreAlgebra Workbook I (2014) and Pre-Algebra Workbook II
(2014).
Spectrum(R) Word Problems for grade 5, includes focused
practice for essential math skills. --Skills include: --*Real
world applications --*Multi-step word problems --*Fractions
and decimals --*Metric and customary measurement
--*Graphs and probability --*Geometry --*Preparing for
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algebra --Spectrum(R) Word Problems workbooks
supplement classroom work and proficiency test preparation.
The workbooks provide examples of how the math skills
students learn in school apply to everyday life with
challenging, multi-step word problems. It features practice
with word problems that are an essential part of the Common
Core State Standards, making it a perfect supplement at
home or school.
A workbook of colorful tracing exercises helps very young
children practice basic pencil-control skills, sharing activities
that graduate from straight vertical lines to more challenging
curves, zigzags and diagonals. Original.

"This workbook will introduce your child to word
problems dealing with adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing fractions with unlike
denominators, as well as working with the concepts
of ratio, average, speed and proportion."--Cover.
"This workbook will help your child perform multipledigit vertical form multiplication."--Cover.
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit
subtraction with ease."--cover.
"Use this book as a fun and easy introduction to
dollars and monetary values over $1, which will help
strengthen your child's mathematical skills"--Cover.
Math 2 Master Word Problems provides children in
grade 4, who are struggling with these concepts,
additional instruction and practice. This 32 page
workbook features easy-to-understand directions,
examples, and strategies with colorful pages and a
complete answer key. The first of its kind! Our Math
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2 Master series offers children in grades 3 to 6
instruction and practice in specific math skills and
concepts. Featuring 12 titles that cover key
mathematical concepts that children struggle with
including fractions, decimals, percents, algebra, and
geometry. This series helps children develop
confidence and the skills needed to succeed in the
classroom!
Introduces the youngest students to numbers up to
30, reinforcing early recognition and number-writing
skills with connect-the-dot games, tracing activities
and more, in a volume complemented by a
confidence-building certificate of achievement.
Original.
Word Problems, Grade 4Kumon Pub North America
Limited
A skill-building workbook designed to help
youngsters improve their abilities with such
elementary tools as scissors and glue provides
incrementally challenging spreads that include
instructions for pasting cut paper onto designated
background sections. Original.
Kumon Workbooks teach children one specific skill
from start to finish. The Kumon Method introduces
concepts step-by-step, helping children to master
each skill in turn as they gain confidence in their
abilities and gather motivation to continue learning.
Self-directed, Kumon workbooks are designed to
nurture good study habits for students who need
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remedial or enrichment work. Exercises in this book
include: identifying factors & common factors,
multiples & common multiples; learning the
properties of circle; reducing fractions; using ratios;
understanding measurements; and more
This workbook applies the Kumon Method to
algebra, so your child will build strong algebra skills
without feeling anxious or overwhelmed. Topics
include solving for x, simplifying algebraic
expressions, linear equations, inequalities, graphing
equations, and more. The contents of this volume
were originally published individually as Algebra
Workbook I (2014) and Algebra Workbook II (2014).
"This workbook will help your child perform multipledigit vertical form division with remainders."--Cover.
Builds on early reading skills to help children master
the reading and writing of phrases that combine
similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations
in a volume that offers tracing and pronunciation
games involving such example phrases as "grab the
grape" and "ride the bike." Original.
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums
beyond 20."--cover.
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing
specific concepts gradually to enable complete mastery
and the memorization of multiplication basics, sharing an
abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement.
Original.
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn
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more easily when they tackle one skill at a time. That's
why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a spotlight on
one challenging maths topic per book and help children
improve these essential skills and gain confidence in
their abilities. Each workbook utilises the Kumon Method
- a step-by-step, incremental approach that helps
children learn at their own pace and without anxiety. By
rigorously practising each skill, the child will be proficient
in the mathematics that is crucial for future learning.
Stars, Squares, Triangles and Circles...the world is full of
shapes and so is this unique Tub Time Poster.
Use this book to help your child develop fine motor
control skills while learning how to draw simple objects-Cover.
Word Problems, Grade 1 is in the 'Kumon Math
Workbooks: Word Problems' series designed for grades
1-6. This workbook will introduce students to word
problems dealing with early addition and subtraction.
Exercises use visual illustrations before moving on to
problems with illustrations and questions that are only
written. Designed for students to self-score their work,
pages provide the number of points to assign per
problem, and there's room at the top to write in how
many problems they got right alongside their name and
the date.
Grade 2 workbook introduces word problems with multipledigit addition and subtraction.
Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way
to practice interdisciplinary topics by combining science,
technology, engineering, and math questions in order to
strengthen problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child
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will complete several STEM "missions" designed to increase
his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. Each
mission asks your child to read science passages, answer
questions about the passages, solve math problems, and use
the knowledge gained to create or design a solution
(engineering) to a real word problem. Featuring Life Science,
Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks
are sure to get your child interested in the connection
between what he or she learns and how it can be applied to
the real world.
"100 Word Problems: Grade 3 Math Workbook" is an
exclusive BrainChimp book packed with carefully selected
exercises to stimulate your child's Brain and develop a keen
interest in the practical application of Math skills. These Math
Word Problems help children practice and reinforce the
essential math skills they learn in school. Regular targeted
practice is a proven method of helping children reach their
maximum potential and perform better on important
standardized tests. The aim of this book is to develop logic
and reasoning skills while building better math problemsolving skills and improving self-confidence. The BrainChimp
series of books are designed to stimulate the minds of
children and empower them with the skills to be more
successful in school and beyond. Answer Key is included to
measure progress and guide practice. Features: - Word
Problems for children Grade-3 (Ages 8-9). - 100 carefully
selected word problems. - Detailed Answers in a separate
Answer Key Section. - Work area for every problem to work
out the solutions. Skills Covered: - Addition - Subtraction Multiplication - Division - Geometry - Money - Time Fractions - Decimals - Logic - And much more
Ages 5-7. Kumon Math Games workbook was developed to
allow children to practice addition and subtraction skills
through fun and challenging math puzzles. The enjoyable
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math puzzles will provide your child practice with simple
calculation problems while developing his or her problemsolving skills. This workbook includes number review
activities, coded addition and subtraction problems,
calculation maze puzzles, number crossword puzzles, and
many more puzzles, all presented in a progressional order
that will allow your child to build calculation skills with ease.
Grade 4 workbook introduces word problems involving multidigit multiplication and division, some decimals and tables
and graphs.
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